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Overcoming Your Unique Challenges

As a result of the recent international trade tensions, the Brexit, and global pandemic crisis, the 
pharmaceutical industry is facing a market shift with both positive and negative ramifications. Your 
industry faces unique challenges that include specifically:

Supply Chain Risk Resilience – Trade tension 
between the US, China, and Europe, the 
Brexit, and the current pandemic are causing 
the pharmaceutical industry to revisit their 
globalization strategies to lower location 
risks with a re-nationalization / mix of local 
and global supply chains. Pharmaceutical 
companies need to act carefully regarding 
supply chain changes concerning delivery 
reliability, pricing of products and transportation. 
They must create resilient supply chains. 

Data Demands – The pharmaceutical industry 
handles an enormous amount of complex data, 
which must comply with numerous regulations 
across different regions. Starting to facilitate 
access to this data digitally will be an essential 
step for ensuring that pharma companies can 
maintain the flow of their work systems. Through 
centralized and digitized product and process 
information, pharmaceutical companies can 
take the digital leap and meet a double need 
for internal organization and an external digital 
presence.

Operational Resilience / Agility* – COVID-19 has 
played a significant role in forcing companies 
to be more focused on operational resilience 

and accelerating initiatives that enable more 
agility. This includes workforce agility with data 
accessibility and transparency from anywhere 
in the world as workforces become more remote 
and analytic and automation tools grow in 
demand.

Emerging Markets* – As overall growth continues 
to slow down, estimated growth rates for 
pharmerging countries are expected to reach 
5% to 8% between 2019-2024. This will outperform 
those of pharma-developed countries 
that exceed 1% to 4% growth. Multinational 
companies need to continue to adapt to local 
needs for pharmerging countries in order to 
maintain competitive with local, regional, and 
generic manufacturers.

Cost* – Manufacturer net prices are expected 
to fall significantly below historic growth levels 
(between 1% and -2% in the United States), 
while in other developed markets projected 
growth rates of -2% to -5% between 2019–2024 
are expected. Manufacturers can expect 
lower financial returns through a combination 
of policies and payer negotiation strategies. 
Enterprises need to reduce costs to fund their 
even accelerating R&D and approval costs.

* https://www.iqvia.com/insights/the-iqvia-institute/reports/global-medicine-spending-and-usage-trends



Strict Lot Control with Track and Trace
Minimize risk with real-time visualization of enterprise lot control data.

Serialization (AutoFinisher) 
Automatically generate serial numbers for individual units, cases, and pallets which include customer 
specifications defined in the ERP system itself.

Hyper-Tight Process Control™
Eliminate “the cost of being wrong.”

Key Benefits Gained with Deacom ERP
Resilience strategies for supply chain, operations, costs and evolving regulatory requirements of the 
pharmaceutical industry are driving the need for manufacturers to leverage an enterprise software 
system that is tailored to their market. A software solution that provides efficient and centralized data 
processing with Hyper-Tight Process Control™ is extremely important. 

Below are critical Deacom ERP benefits that meet the specific needs of those in the pharmaceutical 
industry:

 § Meet compliance and traceability regulatory 
requirements.

 § Embrace and support new regulations quickly.
 § React quickly and precisely to immediate crisis 
with forward and backwards traceability - 
between supplier to customer.

 § Identify specific products and customers 
affected by a lot quality issue.

 § Identify lots with quality issues based on 
customer complaints so other customers that 
received products from those lots can be 
properly informed.

 § Deliver valuable and reliable information to 
retailers and consumers by leveraging data 
(quality, transactions, batches, etc.) that travels 
with the product throughout the supply chain.

 § Improve confidence in your product with online 
access to trace line data for customers and 
regulators.

 § Validate your corporate social responsibility 
initiatives around quality and customer 
responsiveness, environmental responsibility, and 
sustainable development.

 § Adhere to Drug Supply Chain Security Act 
(DSCSA) serialization rules for the US and the (EU) 
2016/161 rules for the European Union.

 § Leverage unlimited layers (palette, carton, box, 
finished product, etc.) of serialization to meet FDA 
and customer requirements.

 § Import customer-provided serial numbers.
 § Automatically generate a license plate label 
(GS1–128 barcode) for all layers including serial, 
product, and lot numbers as well as calculated 
expiration date and next level information.

 § Gain real-time information and strict process 
control from planning with Material Requirements 
Planning (MRP) » Receiving goods » Quality 
Check to Production » Production » Quality 
Check after Production » Document Generation 
» Shipment.

 § Prevent potential “costs of being wrong” like 
legal claims, recalls, low customer satisfaction, 
removal from preferred supplier lists, and much 
more because of bypassed production or quality 
control steps.



Integrated Quality Control
Maintain high quality standards from receiving through production and shipping.

FDA 21 CFR Part 11 Compliance
Simplify and speed up required compliance processes.

COA, GHS, SDS, and Other Documents
Get the right information into the right document formats for every shipment.

 § Leverage a structured approach to keeping 
company quality and pharmaceutical safety 
data by setting up quality control measures and 
comparing them with the actual quality control 
results.

 § Ensure the highest quality products for your 
customers by using quality control holds 
throughout production.

 § Manage quality, identify ingredient issues, and 
catch errors early so necessary adjustments can 
be made on the spot - before the product ships 
out the door.

 § Prevent against recalls by constantly analyzing 
and improving product data in real time.

 § Satisfy (or exceed) drug safety standards.
 § Significantly reduce preparation time for audits 
by providing audit reports based on operational 
production data.

 § Trace quality data such as medication, 
laboratory time, temperature measurements, or 
any other relevant critical process indicators.

 § Simplify the FDA validation process during 
implementation by using Deacom as a 
commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) software to 
provide necessary documents that include: 
validation plans and reports, functional 
specifications, design specifications, system 

build, installation qualification process, 
operational qualifications, and performance 
qualifications.

 § Recorded history of all data conversions.
 § Create configurable base test scripts to support 
the operational qualification process.

 § Create and manage regulatory documents 
including Globally Harmonized System (GHS) 
Labels and Safety Data Sheets (SDS).

 § Add user-/customer-defined information for 
toxicological, ecological, disposal, transport, 
regulatory, and other requirements.

 § Create user-/customer-defined calculations.
 § Design form layouts and determine printing 
settings.

“As our business continues to grow – both by acquisitions 
and organically – technology will play an important role 
in upholding our strong market position. With Deacom 
ERP, we will be able to introduce some of the newest 
technology advancements throughout our business 
paving the road for Nexgen’s growth.”

–  Mark Nishi, CFO of Nexgen



Deacom ERP Pharmaceutical Functionalities
All the functionality you need in a simpler way.

Pharmaceutical manufacturers can increase their value by significantly improving business processes 
with Deacom ERP. This is done by exploring the potential for centralized collaboration within the 
company, as well as with suppliers and customers.

The way you do business

Regardless how your business is structured, Deacom ERP supports it:

Contract Manufacturer – Plan and manufacture based on 
contracts with your customers, and drill down on contract details as 
it relates to billing, production, and costing.

Producer of a Brand / Consumer Packaged Goods – Enforce and 
manage quality control requirements, track and trace a product 
from end-to-end, and manage multiple layers of serialization to 
build and protect your brand.

Contract-/Co-Packer – Package and label products based on 
customer, brand and product requirements.

Business Processes

Manage all your business processes within one system:

Concept-to-Product – Define ingredients, end-products, co-
products, by-products, and related processing steps. 

Procure-to-Pay – Manage the complete procurement cycle from 
receiving a purchase, to receiving the goods and passing quality 
control checks, and finally the payment of the invoice. 

Order-to-Cash – Gain real-time information and strict process 
control from the moment you receive an order through planning, 
manufacturing, shipping, document generation, billing, and
cash receipt.

Ticket-to-Resolution – Increase customer satisfaction with a tight 
ticket-to-resolution process supported by comprehensive lot 
tracking functionality to secure your brand and reputation.



Demand management that supports
various channels

Use various channels to receive demand for your products:

Ecommerce – Enable distributors and retailers to enter orders, check 
real-time inventory availability, and view outstanding balances 
through a B2B and B2C ecommerce site.

Multi-Company/Multi-Facility – Transact between companies in a 
single instance, manage inventory/production/distribution across 
multiple facilities, and easily handle financial transactions between 
companies through inter-company transactions.

EDI (Electronic Data Interchange) – Complete sales order, purchase 
order, shipment, and other transactions electronically with a highly 
flexible and configurable set of EDI tools. 

Manage production and shipments

Improve production management with pharmaceutical-specific 
functionality that prevents manual workarounds and the need to 
add third-party software to your ERP environment:

Warehouse Management – Gain real-time inventory accuracy with 
a built-in warehouse management system. 

Product Aging and Shelf Life – Track inventory aging and manage 
customer shelf-life requirements based on expiration dates and 
MRP.

Pricing/Promotions – Maintain customer-/product-specific price 
lists and manage promotions for off-invoice discounts or rebates for 
specific time periods.

Document Generation – Automatically create shipping documents, 
batch tickets, regulatory documents, and other documents.



“In past experiences, I have found that many ERP providers 
require businesses to mold to their software. With 45 years 
dedicated to strengthening our business processes and 
perfecting our products, we are excited to have Deacom ERP 
facilitate our growth strategy rather than hinder it. Deacom’s 
technology works with our business and empowers the 
progression towards our development.”

– Jeff Reingold, Chief Operations Officer  
at Contract Pharmacal Corp

Create and secure quality

Deacom ERP has its own quality management system as 
part of its core solution which enforces Hyper-Tight Process 
Control™:

Quality Control – Ensure the highest quality products for 
your customers using quality control checkpoints throughout 
production. By establishing customer-specific quality control 
thresholds, you can ensure only products that meet those 
requirements are shipped to the specific customer.

Production Weigh Up – Receive automatic prompts with the 
required weight after batch, part, and lot numbers has been 
scanned to secure quality.

Confirmation Scan – Ensure accuracy by scanning all 
individual materials again as they are scooped, pumped, 
or poured into the production equipment to ensure the 
accuracy of batches.

Shelf-Life Rules – Ensure lots shipped to customers always 
meet their requirements based on shelf-life rules.

Strict Lot Control – Enforce quality control checks or quality 
control holds, ensure raw materials issued to a job are 
recorded automatically, and leverage GS1-128 barcodes 
with lot numbers for serialized inventory.



ONE System 
Native capabilities like CRM, QC, 
WMS, DSD, Ecommerce and many 
more, are all part of the base ERP 
solution meeting your complex 
requirements.

ONE User Experience 
Intuitive and consistent working 
experience across all departments, 
all platforms, and all devices.

ONE Predictable Price 
Understanding that an ERP 
implementation is a significant 
investment, businesses that 
implement Deacom have full pricing 
transparency going into the project.

ONE Solution for Your Industry
Native industry-specific 
functionality and processes with 
functional depth.

ONE Team 
The ECI Deacom Team is the single 
partner for everything you need: 
software, implementation, training, 
service, and support.

Accounting/Finance
Business Intelligence/Dashboards

Catch Weight
Customer Management (CRM)

Direct Store Delivery (DSD)
Document Generation

Document Storage
Ecommerce

Electronic Data Interchange (EDI)
Formulation/BOM

Inventory
Label Generation

Mobile Apps
Maintenance (MRO)

Material Requirements Planning (MRP)
Multi-Company/Facility

Point of Sale
Pre-Weigh

Production Routings
Production Data

Product Configurator
Purchasing

Quality Control/Quality Assurance
R&D/Project Management
Regulatory Management

Reporting
Sales

Scheduling
Serialization/Traceability
Warehousing/Scanning

Deacom’s Functional Foundation

Complexity Made Simpler
Transforming complex business processes into a simpler solution is at the heart of the Deacom software 
development philosophy. This concept drives the mission to provide ONE System, ONE User Experience, 
ONE Predictable Price, ONE Team, and ONE Solution for your industry.

Deacom ERP provides a level of individual configuration, flexibility, and functionality necessary for dairy 
processors to drive success in a simpler and more practical way - now and into the future.



Years of Deacom ERP 
continuous improvement

26
Global users across all 
of ECI’s portfolio

250k+
Revenue range of most 
Deacom customers

$50M-1B

Employees Globally
1700+

Countries ECI operates in
99

Total customers
25k+

Deacom ERP 
implementation success 
rate, exceeding industry avg.

98%
Customers select Deacom’s 
Managed Cloud Service for 
their deployment

67%
Process manufacturing 
customers

250+

Contact us today to learn more.
deacom-info@ecisolutions.com | www.deacom.com
© 1995-2022 ECI Software Solutions, Inc. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

Deacom ERP Global Implementations
Deacom’s global footprint is expanding rapidly, not only with new customers but also with existing 
customers that are scaling their businesses internationally. To date, Deacom ERP is deployed in nine 
countries with plans to more than double that number by the end of 2022.


